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Violation of children's rights protest in Kiev (10)
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protesters seen with flowers trying to block traffic during the demonstration..Protesters with their children demonstrate demanding to stop the violation of children's rights by Kiev's developer companies.  10 Apr 2019  Pictured: Flowers seen laying in the middle of the road while protesters watch on during the demonstration..Protesters with their children demonstrate demanding to stop the violation of children's rights by Kiev's developer companies.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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protesters seen with flowers trying to block traffic during the demonstration..Protesters with their children demonstrate demanding to stop the violation of children's rights by Kiev's developer companies.  10 Apr 2019  Pictured: A man seen with a flower during the demonstration..Protesters with their children demonstrate demanding to stop the violation of children's rights by Kiev's developer companies.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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protesters seen with flowers trying to block traffic during the demonstration..Protesters with their children demonstrate demanding to stop the violation of children's rights by Kiev's developer companies.  10 Apr 2019  Pictured: Flowers seen laying in the middle of the road while protesters watch on during the demonstration..Protesters with their children demonstrate demanding to stop the violation of children's rights by Kiev's developer companies.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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protesters seen with flowers trying to block traffic during the demonstration..Protesters with their children demonstrate demanding to stop the violation of children's rights by Kiev's developer companies.  10 Apr 2019  Pictured: A man seen shouting slogans while a baby watches during the demonstration..Protesters with their children demonstrate demanding to stop the violation of children's rights by Kiev's developer companies.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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protesters seen with flowers trying to block traffic during the demonstration..Protesters with their children demonstrate demanding to stop the violation of children's rights by Kiev's developer companies.  10 Apr 2019  Pictured: protesters seen with flowers trying to block traffic during the demonstration..Protesters with their children demonstrate demanding to stop the violation of children's rights by Kiev's developer companies.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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protesters seen with flowers trying to block traffic during the demonstration..Protesters with their children demonstrate demanding to stop the violation of children's rights by Kiev's developer companies.  10 Apr 2019  Pictured: A police man seen pulling off a protester out of traffic during the demonstration..Protesters with their children demonstrate demanding to stop the violation of children's rights by Kiev's developer companies.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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protesters seen with flowers trying to block traffic during the demonstration..Protesters with their children demonstrate demanding to stop the violation of children's rights by Kiev's developer companies.  10 Apr 2019  Pictured: protesters seen with flowers trying to block traffic during the demonstration..Protesters with their children demonstrate demanding to stop the violation of children's rights by Kiev's developer companies.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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protesters seen with flowers trying to block traffic during the demonstration..Protesters with their children demonstrate demanding to stop the violation of children's rights by Kiev's developer companies.  10 Apr 2019  Pictured: Flowers seen laying in the middle of the road while protesters watch on during the demonstration..Protesters with their children demonstrate demanding to stop the violation of children's rights by Kiev's developer companies.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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protesters seen with flowers trying to block traffic during the demonstration..Protesters with their children demonstrate demanding to stop the violation of children's rights by Kiev's developer companies.  10 Apr 2019  Pictured: Police seen trying to pull off protesters from the road during the demonstration..Protesters with their children demonstrate demanding to stop the violation of children's rights by Kiev's developer companies.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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protesters seen with flowers trying to block traffic during the demonstration..Protesters with their children demonstrate demanding to stop the violation of children's rights by Kiev's developer companies.  10 Apr 2019  Pictured: protesters seen with flowers trying to block traffic during the demonstration..Protesters with their children demonstrate demanding to stop the violation of children's rights by Kiev's developer companies.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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